This paper describes the usc of a high tieltl solenuidal magnet to capture secondary pions from the production target. The captured pions subsequentially decay to pro, dnce the neutrino beam . A pion capture system using a high Held solenoid magnet has been propDsed ror the muon collider[ 1 J. This technology would also be available for neutrino beam production . It will be shown that a high Held solenoid would produce a larger flux or neutrinos with en, ergy, E" < 1.3 GcV, than a lIl)utrino beam produccd with Ll horn system. The II" ve flux contaminatiun in the solenoid neutrino beam is only 0.15%.
INTRODUCTION
The recent paper from the Super Kamiokande 
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For oscillations in the small 6.m2 region it is advantageous to have eithcr or both a long distance ur small H". A high
Held solenoid can capture all pions produced from proton interactions on a targelllp to a transverse momentum, ]7,1', determined hy the !1dd, JJs, and the solenoidal radius , lis. The pion capture solenoid (currently) proposed 1'01' tlte muun eollider has n,O = lco8ia and 11\ = em
These parameters would limit the capture to pions with PI' < 0.225 GeV/c which would keep only :B% or the pions . Since mUons from low /',!, pions can be more efficienLly couled, these parmneters arc n;asonable for a lI1uon collideI'. For neutrinu production a larger solenoid aperture is preferred.
The solenoid field is 20 tesla in the vicini ty or the tar, get. The gradient of field, as it falls 011 moving away from the target, providcs focussing by increasing the longitu� dinal momentum while dccreasing the transverse momen, tum. The form of the Held along the longitudinal axis is
where no is the nominal field at the target and a is a pararn, eter that determines \711 and consc.quently the focussing,
A solenoid tends to focus low momen tum pions hetter than high momentum pions. The 1/ flux from solenoidally cap tured pions will dominate the II flux from a horn beam at low neutrino energ y , There is an additional contrihution of j) from a solenuid since the solenoid docs not sign select as a horn docs.
'Work performed undel' Contract Nu . DE·AC02·7GCII00016 with the u.s, llcpm111lcnt of Energy.
SIMULATION
A simulation study of solenoid focussed pion beam for 11 production was made using GEANTl4], The GEANT model used in the (now de funct) BNI, long ba�c1ine experimentl51 was used as a basis. The two horn system in the GEANT model was replaced b y the high Held solenoid. The solenoid is 20 meters long wilh the radius varying as (2) where llu is the radius of the solenoid ill the vicinity or the target. n,(l = em is chosen so that all ITS wit h PI' < OA5 GP.Vjr: arc kept. This aperture will capture 75% of the ITS produced, (j is chosen to give the proper rocussing.
Choosing a �c 0.()5 cm-1 will give a mditls or 160 em at the far end of thc solenoid.
I',,, GeV/c }iigurc I: Transverse mOlllcntllm c1istl"ibution of' secondary pions from t ile tllrgct llsing the FLUKA uptioll in OEANT.
Pe r is in (leVie,
The solenoid I'm computational purposes is descrihed by a sequence of 100 current rings witll radius given b y EC] 2
and spacing between the ring� as approximalCly inversely proportional to tile field strcngth. The ClIrrent in the rings is varied so as to ohtain the desired field on the axis. Arter the secondary mesons arc produced they arc trans ported through the field which captures and focuses them.
The produced 1l'S can either decay in the Held Of in the de cay tunnel fDllowing the solenoid or interact it the walls of' the solenoid or tunnel. Fig 2 shows 
SPECTRUM
llig 3 shows the neutrino spectrum at I kilometer from the target along the incident beam direction. The spectrum is given ill units of 118!(GeV . m2 . POT), whel'C POT refen;
to protons on target. Fig 3 shows three spectral curves.
The dashed curve corresponds to the solenoidal focussed beam dLJscribed above. It shows the v nux is largest be low 1.2 GeV falling off sharply abovc that. The dottcd curve shows the v spectrmJl of the two horn focus heam that was designed to be used for the BNL Long Baseline experiment. This beam pcaks with H,> � 1.5 GcV and dominateg the 1lux from the two horn beam helow 1.3 GeY. 1999 'DIble 2 compares the integrated vI' nux per proton on tar get at a detector situated 1 kilometer from the target. II/! s with Ev < 0.45 GeV are not interesting since the cross section to produce a charge current event is very small and consequentially the normalization for neutrino oscillations would be difficult. Table 2 separates the integrated !lux into energy ranges 0.45 < Ev < 1. 28 Ge V where the solenoidal focussed beam is larger than the horn beam and the region B., > 1.28 GcV where the horn beam beam is effeetive. In the region 0.45 < E" < 1.28 GeV, the solenoidal II bcam will produce 67% more V/I than the two horn system. 
Proceedings or
A solenoid will focus both 7f+ and 7f -whercas a horn focussed heam will select the sign ot' the 7fS. A neutrino experiment could usc both the II/I and VII events. 
The k corrects for the fact that the iI cross section is (ap proximately in this energy range) one third of the II cross section. Table 3 shows the integrated flux for the total neu trino flux. per proton on target.
[� �ng� . , ",,-V --T��i7d -2J��7 l" r�;:: i peak field would not bc as cost elTcctivc as a standard two horn foeus system. If however sHch a magnet were to be built li)r another applicatioll, such as a muon collideI', it could also be used to produce high intensity low energy neutrino heam that wlluld be ideal for 11,, -> Vo osc illa� tiolls.
